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Baudelaire: Posthumous Remorse
POETRY

95
THE INCREASE

""

Five ducks striking south
Make sheer edge of evening,
Herd a drift of silence through,
High as the moon,
Only the slant of sun
Tirelessly troubling their wings.
"

Low in the hills, warm in the' womb,
Night increases.
Dwellers clap their doors a-done.
Wrapped in holy flutes of voices, .
Chancing dark against the light,
Are children running without end.
Shadows walk the small winds
On leaves and waters
And walk the bay. .
On the mouth is weight of'love,
Heavy as the moon's mouth~
While turns the world, turns slowly round.
PETER

POSTHyMOUS

JOHN

STEPHENS

REMORSE

When you shall sleep, my faithless one, under
A monument built all of gloomy marble, .
And..when for roo~ and ~ mansion you shall have
Only a false hollow, a rainy cave;
.
When the stone your timid. chest oppressing,
, And your flanks that nonchalance makes supple,
Shall keep your heart from beating and'wishirtg,
Your feet from running their adventurous course,
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The tomb, confidant of my infinite dr~am
(The tomb that always understands the poet),
Through the long nights when sleep is banished,

.

Will say to you: "Of what use, courtesan,
Not to have known what" the dead were weeping?U
-And the worm will gnaw your flesh like a remorse.
-CHARLES

BAUDELAIRE

(Translated by Barbara Gibbs)

NOT~

Lee Gilbert. translator of the Cernuda poem in our Summer. 1946.
issue. informs us of an error in the note about the Spanish poet.
Cernuda was secretary to the Spanish ambassador in P;uis at the out- •
break of the recent war. At that time he went to the British Isles. Fo"r-:.....
a time he lectured in Spanish at the University of Glasgow and is at
present teaching at Cambridge. where he has published a new book
of poems and several articles in English journals.
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